S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) is one of the most important enzyme substrates. It is vital for the function of various proteins, including large group of methyltransferases (MTs). Intriguingly, some bacterial and eukaryotic MTs, while catalysing the same reaction, possess significantly different topologies, with the former being a knotted one. Here, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of SAM conformational space and factors that affect its vastness. We investigated SAM in two forms: free in water (via NMR studies and explicit solvent simulations) and bound to proteins (based on all data available in the PDB). We identified structural descriptors -angles which show the major differences in SAM conformation between unknotted and knotted methyltransferases. Moreover, we report that this is caused mainly by a characteristic for knotted MTs tight binding site formed by the knot and the presence of adenine-binding loop. Additionally, we elucidate conformational restrictions imposed on SAM molecules by other protein groups in comparison to conformational space in water.
unknotted counterpart [15, 23, 24 ]. The answer may lie in some advantage that the 53 presence of a knot brings to the protein [12, 25] . Even though it still remains unknown 54 in the case of MTs, it may be related to the ligand binding and protein function since 55 the knot is an essential part of the active site. By performing a comprehensive analysis 56 of all available structures of SAM-dependent methyltransferases, we are providing 57 additional novel insights into this issue. 58 Because of its omnipresence in the three domains of life, and considerable medical 59 significance, SAM is a key subject of scientific interest. In this project, we focused on 60 understanding the variety of SAM conformations and factors that affect them. First, in 61 order to determine how vast is SAM's conformational space, we carried out NMR 62 experiment and combined it with Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation of SAM in 63 water. Then, we analyzed available SAM-bound protein structures, with great emphasis 64 on knotted and unknotted MTs, to establish: (1) the binding mode of SAM, (2) how the conformation of SAM bound in proteins. The second measure we use is the 79 SD-O4'-N9 angle that we found to best differentiate between SAM conformations 80 adopted in knotted (bent) and unknotted (extended) MTs (Fig. 2C ). These angles 81 enable the characterization of two features of SAM, that show its overall conformation. 82 SAM in water 83 In search of all of the accessible conformations of the ligand in its free form in water we 84 used both theoretical and experimental approach. We combined 2D ROESY data set 85 with conformers generated using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. 86 NMR spectroscopy 87 We determined the conformation of SAM in solvent by conducting NMR experiments. 88 Due to the pyramidal inversion process of a methyl group located on a sulfur atom, 89 SAM in solution is present in two epimeric forms as (-)-SAM and (+)-SAM. We 90 observed peak at 2.94 ppm for 25 • C that probably belongs to the second SAM epimer 91 ((+)-SAM), present in a smaller amount than the dominant (-)-SAM epimer in the 92 solution [28] . We based our analysis on the dominating (-)-SAM form. Peaks with 93 chemical shifts of 6. 05, 8.25, 8.39 ppm probably belong to (+)-SAM enantiomer or to 94 degradation products of SAM.
As a result, we obtained 39 interproton distances of SAM with respective error 96 values. Previous studies examined mostly the conformation of the ribose and its spatial 97 relationship with adenine and reported no more than 14 distances [29, 30] . Our data 98 provide a high resolution input for the calculations aimed at conformation prediction, 99 including information of the relative position between all of the moieties of SAM 100 (Table 1) , which was not available before.
101

MD simulation 102
To investigate the conformations of SAM in its free form, we performed 1µs long 103 simulation of SAM in water using AMBER99 force field with improved parameters for 104 the ligand [31] . Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the trajectory shows that the 105 rotation around the glycosidic angle has the biggest contribution to the ligand's 106 flexibility as it interchanges between syn and anti conformations. The syn conformation 107 is more frequently present in the trajectory, which agrees with the recent results [30] .
108
Conformation about the glycosidic angle does not correspond to the specific 109 conformation of the methionine moiety as it is a flexible part of the molecule. Regardless 110 of whether SAM is in syn or anti conformation the methionine moiety samples similar 111 space. Overall, the simulation indicates great conformational freedom of the molecule, 112 without any significant preference for adopting a specific conformation. We utilized 113 conformers generated with MD in further analysis of ligand's conformation in water.
114
Fitting conformations to NMR data 115 In order to refine the conformational distribution of SAM in its free form, we fitted the 116 interproton distances measured with NMR to the representative conformations of SAM 117 from MD simulation. As a measure of the fit we used weighted RMSD of the interatomic 118 distances -the weights were derived from the error for a given distance measured with 119 the NMR (e i ) and were taken as proportional to its square inverse w i = e −2 i for the i-th 120 distance. Given that a single conformation cannot reproduce the NMR distances well, 121 we utilized combinations of representative structures (centroids) for selected clusters.
122
We tested every combination of clusters (up to 4 clusters) with their populations varying 123 from 0% to 100%. Then we calculated the RMSD between distances obtained upon r −6 124 averaging of clusters contributions and NMR data. Clustering of the MD simulation 125 with RMSD cutoff of 1.25Å resulted in 90 clusters representing the conformational 126 ensemble of SAM in water. We achieved the best fit to the NMR distances with 4 127 conformations with RMSD of 0.49Å (Fig. 3 ). The resulting cluster contributions do not 128 agree well with populations estimated based on MD simulations. This shows, that even 129 though the applied force field allows sampling of relevant conformations of SAM, the 130 correct reproduction of their probability distribution is much more difficult.
131
The best fitted conformations are mostly syn about the glycosidic angle and account 132 for 80% of the calculated cluster population. From anti conformations only anti 1 is 133 present (20%) -none of the best fitted conformers has anti 2 conformation. The 134 extended methionine moiety is present in 70% of the conformer populations and bent in 135 30%. We can further divide bent conformations based on the propensity of the carboxyl 136 group of the methionine moiety to face the ribose hydroxyl groups. In 20% of the 137 calculated cluster population methionine moiety bends away from the ribose hydroxyls 138 (gray in Fig. 3) , and in the remaining 10% they are close together (pink in Fig. 3 ). It is 139 worth noting, that such conformations of the methionine moiety are similar to those 140 present in SAM bound to various proteins. The extended conformation is common for 141 the majority of unknotted MTs, the conformation with methionine bent away from the 142 hydroxyls is frequently present in unknotted histone-lysine N-methyltransferases and Conformations of SAM in water based on MD-derived structures fitted to NMR data. In 80% of the calculated cluster population SAM is in syn conformation about the glycosidic angle. The remaining 20% is in the anti 1 conformation. The extended methionine moiety is present in 70% of the conformer populations and its conformation resembles SAM bound to unknotted methyltransferases. In 20% methionine moiety bends away from the hydroxyl groups of the ribose (colored with gray), similarly as in unknotted histone-lysine N-methyltransferases, whereas in rest 10% the two groups are close together (colored with pink) as in knotted methyltransferases. The prevailing conformation of SAM (colored with teal) is characterized by syn conformation about the glycosidic angle and extended methionine moiety. The conformations are shown from two angles and are superimposed on C5', C4', O4', C1' and N9.
Overall, the prevailing conformation of SAM (with a population of 50%) is the extended 145 syn conformation. All of the above shows that the conformation of SAM is unrestricted 146 in water. The ligand samples both syn and anti conformers, as well as the extended and 147 bent forms. In protein complexes, the conformational variety of SAM should be greatly limited in 150 comparison to water condition. We address that issue by conducting a survey of all 151 SAM-binding proteins from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) with emphasis on the 152 type of restrictions they put on the ligand. Moreover, we divide the proteins based on 153 their function and topology, with the focus on the knotted and unknotted 154 methyltransferases, in order to verify if the range of SAM conformations depend on the 155 protein type.
156
Representative conformations of SAM in methyltransferases 157 We extracted all conformations of SAM associated with knotted and unknotted 158 methyltransferases (MTs) from structures deposited in PDB. We obtained the 159 information about the presence of the knot from KnotProt 2.0 database [9]. Using 160 RMSD clustering we got representative conformations of SAM bound to each group and 161 analyzed the differences between them.
162
Conformations of SAM in knotted MTs can be represented by two clusters (Fig. 4A ). 163 The knotted active site has high structural conservation and it provides a tight cavity 164 for SAM's adenosine moiety. Therefore, the conformational freedom of bound ligand is 165 limited to the flexibility of the methionine moiety. Based on its relative position to 166 adenosine we can divide SAM conformations into bent and extended. Both of these are 167 present in knotted MTs, however, bent is more frequently observed and considered as 168 biologically active and characteristic for this group [11] . However, we found that methyltransferase RlmN with unknotted active site binds SAM in similar fashion 170 ( Fig. 4C ). RlmN is a part of radical SAM protein family that bind iron-sulfur cluster 171 that directly interacts with SAM through its carboxyl and amino moieties, which 172 stabilizes the ligand in the bent conformation [32] . This shows, that the bent 173 conformation is not exclusive for the knotted active site and it can also be found in 174 different proteins.
175
The second conformation present in knotted MTs has extended methionine moiety. 176 Interestingly, it differs from the one bound to the unknotted proteins that is also 177 extended ( Figure S1 ). The conformation retains the SD-O4'-N9 angle characteristic for 178 SAMs from the knotted MTs but has clearly extended methionine moiety. There are 4 179 (out of 20) knotted structures deposited in PDB with SAM bound in this form -2 of 180 them are proteins responsible for methylation of adenosine(1067)-2'-O in 23S rRNA 181 (PDB ids: 3gyq, 3nk7). These methyltransferases are essential for the bacterial 182 resistance to antibiotics -to thiostrepton (TSR -thiostrepton-resistance 183 methyltransferase) and nosiheptide (NHR -nosiheptide-resistance 184 methyltransferase) [33, 34] . In both complexes, the extended conformation is stabilized 185 by the interaction between the carboxyl and the amino group of SAM with 3 amino 186 acids (two arginines and glutamic acid). Mutation of those residues significantly 187 decreases or abolishes NHR activity, which suggests the conformation is biologically 188 active [34] . Moreover, we also found that the extended methionine moiety is present in 189 knotted proteins as an alternative conformation. In TrmD protein the bent SAM is 190 biologically active [11] , however, in one TrmD structure (PDB id: 5wyr) ligand in one of 191 the active sites is extended (sinefungin, inhibitor closely related to SAM). Currently, it 192 is unknown whether this other conformation in this protein has any function. All of the 193 above shows, that even though the bent conformation is the most common one in the 194 structures of knotted MTs, it is not the only occurring conformation.
195
The ensemble of SAM conformations in unknotted methyltransferases is represented 196 by ten conformations (clusters) (Fig. 4B ). The conformations differ mostly in the The clusters from knotted MTs can be fitted to the NMR data representing an 204 unbound SAM with 1.26Å RMSD and from the unknotted with 1.15Å. These results 205 compared to the 0.49Å for the MD-derived clusters show that SAM in the bound form 206 is more restricted and cannot access all the conformations available for the free form.
207
Additionally, the clusters from knotted and unknotted MTs achieve similar fit even 208 though they significantly differ in size (two clusters from knotted and ten clusters from 209 unknotted MTs). binding in knotted MTs occurs via induced fit mechanism, where the ligand has to 228 adapt to the binding site as opposed to conformational selection mechanism observed in 229 unknotted MTs.
230
The other interesting angle is the dihedral O4'-C1'-N9-C8 ( Fig. 6 ). It can be used to 231 differentiate syn, anti 1 , and anti 2 . Angles with values between -100 and -150 represent 232 syn conformations. In proteins, syn SAMs are observed far less often than in water, 233 where they seem to dominate. Interestingly, SAMs bound to knotted proteins do not 234 adopt this conformation at all. Dihedrals with values between around -30 and 30 235 correspond to anti 1 , while those of 50 to 100 -to anti 2 . Distributions for knotted 236 proteins and knotted MTs differ with one peak around 75 to 100 . This is the outcome 237 of the presence of knotted SAM synthases in the first distribution. Also, SAM in 238 unknotted MTs adopt anti 2 conformation more often than anti 1 , in contrast to the 239 exclusiveness of anti 1 in knotted MTs. This is the result of the shape of knotted MTs 240 SAM binding site, particularly the adenine-binding loop, which we discuss in detail 241 below.
242
SAM conformational restriction in knotted methyltransferases
243
Since syn conformation of SAM does not occur in knotted MTs, we wanted to know 244 whether any particular part of the protein interferes with such conformation. We 245 investigated in detail eight structures of knotted MTs. We found that for these proteins, 246 adenine's arrangement typical for syn conformation is blocked mainly by amino acids in 247 the adenine-binding loop from one side and by the knot from the other side (Fig. 7) .
248
Also, possibly due to the tightness of the knotted binding site, methionine moiety is 249 prone to bent towards adenine. Therefore, adenine cannot adopt syn conformation due 250 to steric clashes. The adenine-binding loop is situated just after the knotted region, and 251 Fig 5. Angle SD-O4'-N9 distribution. SAM conformations from proteins (red), from simulation in water (dashed black), and from NMR experiment (blue). SAM conformations from knotted (A) and unknotted proteins (B). We found out that angle SD-O4'-N9 is the best measure of SAM angulation. It could be used to differentiate SAM molecules bound to unknotted and knotted proteins. This angle clearly shows that for most of the unknotted, SAM adopts extended conformation, while in the knottedbent conformation. We scaled values from NMR data to be comparable with angle distributions from PDB and MD.
is also a characteristic feature of knotted proteins' binding site. Because of its clear 252 impact on SAM conformation, we looked into adenine-binding loop in knotted MTs.
253
First, we investigated the structure of the loop. We superimposed the proteins by 254 SAM adenines' heavy atoms for eight protein-SAM complexes from aforementioned 255 PDB structures ( Figure S2 ). We divided the proteins into two groups based on the 256 length of the loop. The more numerous one, with five proteins, includes loops with the 257 same length. Depending on how we define beginning and end of loop, this group is built 258 with 10 to 12 amino acids. The second group also has equal length, in this case of 14 to 259 16 amino acids. We calculated RMSD for backbone of both these groups. Within the 260 set of shorter loops, RMSD values range from 1.06 to 3.14Å. For longer loops these 261 values fall between 1.78 to 2.95Å. Then, we superimposed loops in both groups by their 262 main chains and once again calculated RMSD. This time for the shorter loops it varied 263 from 0.72 to 1.96Å, and for longer from 1.67 to 1.96Å. These results show that 264 adenine-binding loop's structure and position in relation to SAM are very well preserved 265 features in knotted methyltransferases.
266
Next we evaluated whether these loops' geometry is unique or common among 267 proteins. We looked for similarities between all proteins deposited in PDB and 268 representative structures of two loops -one short (from PDB id: 4fak), and one long 269 (from PDB id: 1x7p). For the latter loop we found 1629 similar fragments, for the 270 former -17457. These results indicate that geometry of the adenine-binding loop is not 271 a unique one. Therefore, the loops' specific features, when it comes to SAM binding, 272 should be sought elsewhere. We also inspected Ramachandran plots for these eight 273 loops. Nearly all amino acids have allowed conformations (data not shown).
274
In order to evaluate sequence similarity among SAM binding sites of knotted MTs, 275 we conducted sequence alignment for 20 selected, most possibly distinct knotted MTs 276 ( Figure S3 ). When it comes to the sequence, the best preserved regions are the knot and 277 the adenine-binding loop. The best preserved amino acid is a glycine inside the knot. It 278 creates hydrogen bonds with SAM ribose fragment. The other well-preserved amino unknotted MTs suggests that the loop's presence could be determined by the knot. To 283 conclude, the loop's structure is not unique, but its presence is.
284
SAM binding: protein environment 285
Knowing that the knot and the adenine-binding loop appear to be crucial for SAM 286 binding in knotted MTs, we investigated further SAM-protein interactions among 287 various protein groups ( Figure S4 ). 288 We selected 12 representative structures of possibly most distinct knotted MTs that 289 form dimers. While in PDB for some enzymes there are no structures with bound SAM, 290 we also took into account those with S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH), as its binding 291 mode is nearly the same. SAM and SAH compounds were analyzed for their 292 interactions with amino acids at the binding site, with the focus on three parts of 293 ligands: adenine, ribose (Fig. 8) , and methionine or homocysteine (for convenience this 294 part is referred to as "methionine chain"). Ribose part of SAM or SAH interacts mainly 295 with Gly (11 out of 12 cases) and Leu (9/12). In 7 out of 12 structures both amino 296 acids are involved. The adenine part usually forms interactions with Leu (8/12) and Ile 297 (8/12). It is important to mention that these amino acids interact with both parts of 298 the ligand using their main chains. Methionine chain has diverse but rather infrequent 299 interactions. In some crystal structures, this part of the ligand is also truncated, so it is 300 difficult to quantify and describe interactions in this SAM or SAH region, but generally 301 they seem to correspond mainly to hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. 302 We investigated 3 available structures of knotted MTs that occur in monomeric form. 303 Here, we also accepted structures with SAH. Ribose interacts with Leu and Gly, 304 nitrogen base with Leu and Lys. Methionine chain forms interactions mainly with Asp, 305 and in 2 cases with Thr. differences when compared to knotted MTs. Here, we see more interactions with the 315 methionine chain, less with adenine, and interactions of ribose with acidic amino acids' 316 side chains. 317 We found 11 PDB structures of knotted SAM synthases with cocrystallized SAM.
318
This is the only knotted group with bound SAM apart from MTs that we encountered. 319 As such, it is important to know whether this group behaves similar to knotted MTs in 320 terms of SAM-protein interactions. In 10 out of 11 structures there is an interaction 321 between ribose part of SAM and Asp side chain. In 9 out of 11 proteins ribose interacts 322 with 2 Asp side chains. In all cases we observed π-π interactions of adenine, 9 of them 323 with Phe, 2 with Tyr. In 9 structures we found also interactions between SAM nitrogen 324 base and Arg main chain. The methionine moiety of SAM creates mostly salt bridges. 325 This part of the ligand interacts primarily with side chains of Asp (11/11), Lys (9/11), 326 Glu (8/11), and Gln (8/11). Clearly, these interactions are different from those of 327 knotted MTs. They could be described as somehow similar to unknotted proteins 328 interactions but should be treated as a separate group. The reason for the difference 329 between knotted synthases and MTs lies probably in the size of the knot. In these 330 synthases, the knotted region spans nearly the whole protein, and has almost no impact 331 on the structure of the binding site. By contrast, in knotted MTs the knot is deep, and 332 takes considerable part in forming the SAM binding site.
333
Also, we observed another type of SAM conformation in unknotted histone-lysine 334 N-methyltransferases. These conformations are considerably different than in other 335 unknotted proteins. Their methionine moiety is characteristically contorted in a 336 direction different than in most SAMs. We encountered similar conformations in MD 337 simulation in water, although in those the methionine chain has an arrangement more 338 similar to SAM bound with other unknotted proteins. This clearly shows that in some 339 cases unknotted proteins are able to bind SAM in an unorthodox way, yet still 340 considerably different than knotted MTs. In unknotted MTs, SAM heavily utilizes its methionine moiety, its adenine has contact with a limited number of amino acids, and its ribose interacts with acidic amino acids. By contrast, SAM in knotted MTs forms interactions mainly using adenine moiety, which is tightly bound to adenine-binding loop. Ribose forms hydrogen bonds with Gly and Leu. In knotted MTs, methionine chain of SAM has much less contacts with amino acids. Therefore, it forms less interactions and is more loose.
interactions with SAM adenine (Fig. 9 ). Knotted SAM synthases are a third group, but 346 binding-wise more similar to unknotted MTs. It suggests that the deep trefoil knot and 347 knot-dependent binding site structure are responsible for unique binding mode of SAM 348 in knotted MTs. Our results explain findings of Chuang et. al., who showed that 349 unknotting the TrmL MT via circular permutation impedes SAH binding [36] .
350
Conclusions
351
We conducted a comprehensive analysis of an ubiquitous ligand S-adenosylmethionine 352 (SAM) conformational space and factors that affect its vastness. The study was carried 353 out from two perspectives: free form of SAM in water and a protein-bound form. We 354 performed the analysis based on the detailed NMR study and extensive computational 355 approach including molecular dynamics simulations and database search. The analysis 356 indicates that large conformational freedom of unbound SAM is significantly restricted 357 upon binding to protein targets, and furthermore that some bound conformations are 358 unlikely to occur in solution.
359
SAM samples various conformations mainly in terms of its glycosidic angle (syn or 360 anti ) and overall angulation (extended or bent). Syn conformation is common in water, 361 barely present in proteins, and absent in knotted proteins. There is a limited rotation of 362 the glycosidic angle in knotted methyltransferases (only anti 1 ) and more freedom in 363 unknotted MTs. In knotted MTs, SAM usually adopts bent conformation, however, in 364 20% of the structures, it has extended methionine moiety. Interestingly, both bent and 365 extended conformations can be biologically active in the knotted methyltransferases (e.g. 366 bent in TrmD protein and extended in NHR). This suggests that the knot is imposing 367 restrictions not to the methionine moiety of SAM as was previously assumed, but to the 368 adenine. SAM binding mode in knotted proteins involves tight adenine binding, and 369 loose methionine moiety. By contrast, the unknotted proteins utilize methionine chain 370 more often, and form fewer interactions with adenine. 371 We created a "map" of distinct SAM interactions with focus on differences between 372 knotted and unknotted MTs, which may act as a basis for the design of novel, selective 373 TrmD inhibitors. It turns out that in the knotted MTs it is the knot and 374 adenine-binding loop that are essential for the unique SAM binding mode.
375
Entanglement in proteins is a relatively new, challenging topic. Since the proteins 376 are mostly unknotted, it may appear that nature have developed mechanisms to avoid 377 entanglements altogether, although it is not entirely clear why. Moreover -does the 378 presence (or the absence) of a knot in a protein provide any clues to its function or 379 origin? Do different entanglements play any role in the binding process or the catalysis? 380 Our study clearly shows the difference between binding mechanism based on knotted 381 and unknotted methyltransferases. We anticipate that such differences are also present 382 in other types of proteins with distinct topologies. NaH2PO4 and Na2HPO4 in a suitable ratio: 26.82 mg Na2HPO4 * 2 H2O (177.99 393 g/mol) and 48.20 mg NaH2PO4 2 H2O (137.99 g/mol) for 1 ml D2O. The mixture was 394 transferred into standard 5 mm NMR tube. The measurements were performed on 700 395 MHz Agilent DirectDrive2 spectrometer equipped with a room-temperature HCN probe, 396 temperature controlled at 25C. Each spectrum was obtained with water suppression 397 using presaturation. 2D rotating frame nuclear Overhauser effect spectra (ROESY) 398 were recorded in a phosphate buffer, only with EDTA, with a spin lock time of 300 ms. 399 A spectral width of 15.9 ppm was used in both dimensions. 256 indirect evolution time 400 increments were recorded after 32 steady-state scans. For each FIDs 3348 complex data 401 points were acquired for accumulated 16 scans. A relaxation delay between scans was 3 402 s.
403
Analysis of the chemical structure of SAM 404 Chemical shifts of SAM nuclei were obtained from analysis of 1H NMR, 2D HSQC, 2D 405 HMBC, 2D DQF-COSY, 2D ROESY, 2D Z-TOCSY spectra (Fig. 2, Fig. 10 and Table 406 2) and compared with previously reported results [28, 37] . The obtained 1D and 2D 407 data set was Fourier transformed and processed using nmrPipe [38] and Mnova NMR 408 software.
409
Calculation of the distance between atoms in the chemical 410 structure of SAM 411 For analysis of SAM conformations the obtained 2D ROESY data set was Fourier 412 transformed, processed using nmrPipe and imported into Sparky [39] . Intensity of the 413 correlation peaks helped to calculate the interproton distances. The distances between 414 the atoms (r) were calculated on the basis of formula 1, where I is the intensity of the 415 cross correlation peak, while the I ref is the intensity of referencing correlation peak. As 416 an internal reference r ref of the rate of cross relaxation distance between the H-1' and 417 H-2' protons was used (2.90Å with the 0.2Å uncertainty), according to literature [29]: 418 Fitting clusters to NMR distances 434 The clustering was done with RMSD cutoff set to 1.25Å on 27 heavy atoms using 435 g cluster module. Clustering of PDB-derived SAMs was based on the ligands from all of 436 the available ligand-bound structures from Protein Data Bank [42] (20 from the knotted 437 methyltransferases and 212 from the unknotted).
438
Finding the best fit to the NMR data was done on sets containing 90 clusters (based 439 on free ligand MD), 10 clusters (based on SAMs bound to unknotted MTs from PDB) 440 and 2 clusters (based on SAMs bound to knotted MTs from PDB). Each set of 441 conformations was considered separately and divided into the combinations of 4 442 structures. We tested every combination of clusters with their populations varying from 443 0% to 100%. Each interproton distance was r −6 averaged over the set of given 444 conformations -the average was weighted based on the clusters populations. 
